Paroxysmal positional vertigo: short- and long-term clinical and methodological analyses of 794 patients

Summary

Between 1995 and 2001, eight Italian clinical centres used the same diagnostic and therapeutic protocol in order to assess the clinical progress of paroxysmal positional vertigo and the benefits of an appropriate follow-up in prevention of relapse. The study population comprises 794 patients affected by paroxysmal positional vertigo. The study protocol comprised diagnostic staging including a complete otoneurological test, an anamnestic questionnaire aimed at identifying any possible risk factor, a blood test in basal conditions and monitoring of blood pressure. If necessary, more specific instrumental tests have been carried out. Appropriate rehabilitative manoeuvres were performed from 1 to 3 times within the same session. The patient was checked 3-5 days later: in the presence of a positive result, the treatment was repeated; if negative, patients were seen at clinical follow-up 7, 30, 180 and 365 days after recovery. Wherever possible, patients have been contacted 2 years after the first treatment and asked to answer a questionnaire and to attend for a clinical check-up. The incidence of paroxysmal positional vertigo appeared to be higher in females and in patients aged 50-70 years, being low in patients under 30. In 88.8% of cases posterior semicircular canals showed a significant involvement; in 6.8% of cases, only involvement of lateral semicircular canals; monolateral (2.7%) and bilateral (1.7%) multicanal forms were rare. Paroxysmal positional vertigo forms involving postero-rior semicircular canals have been treated with Semont (simplified by Toupet), Epley, Parnes Price-Jones manoeuvres; those, involving lateral semicircular canals with Vannucchi-Vicini forced position and “barbecue” or Gufoni manoeuvres. Whilst all these manoeuvres were equally effective, longer recovery times have been observed in paroxysmal positional vertigo forms involving lateral semicircular canals when the Vannucchi-Vicini forced position was ineffective. Any relapses have been evaluated at least 15
Introduction

Paroxysmal positional vertigo (PPV) is the most frequent disease affecting the peripheral vestibular system. Although its nosological identification is not recent, it is only in the last ten years that PPV has been taken into consideration and properly treated. The frequency, relatively simple diagnosis and feasibility of easy, effective treatment by means of rehabilitative therapy, have led to a widespread use of vestibular rehabilitation procedures. Many Authors have, however, reconsidered the apparently benign nature of PPV. In the early 1990s, it appeared to be a condition which could be easily treated with simple and, often, single manoeuvres, but later revealed a tendency to recur with time, despite the rehabilitative procedure. Moreover, in a small percentage of patients complete recovery was difficult to achieve and, indeed, these cases were defined as "chronic". Treatment of PPV, varies considerably, both on account of the continuous introduction of new procedures but also because most specialists tend to tailor treatment to the patient’s needs or to their own experience. Although we agree that “tailored” may be useful, some guidelines are, in our opinion, necessary. Specialists should, nonetheless, maintain the possibility to autonomously choose the therapy but the guidelines would, at the same time, offer a useful instrument for monitoring results, comparing the effectiveness of the various procedures and the approach to be adopted for possible recurrence. Since 1995, a common diagnostic-therapeutic protocol has been used in the treatment of PPV.

Aims of this approach are to determine the presence and importance of possible risk factors, standardise, as far as possible choice of treatment and create a homogeneous study population, thus providing data as accurate as possible on epidemiology of the disease. With the collaboration of a growing number of Centres, this common protocol was also shown to be a valid instrument not only for evaluating the effectiveness of the different procedures available but also in providing useful information on a very large patient population which, for the first time in Italy, makes use of the homogeneous experience in several Centres.

Materials and methods

The present study was carried out by eight Hospital and University Centres. The initial stage of the PPV protocol is diagnostic and includes a complete otoneurologic evaluation with caloric stimulation, identification of PPV through Dix-Hallpike and Pagnini-McClure manoeuvres and an anamnestic questionnaire aimed at determining the possible presence of risk factors (cardiovascular diseases, endocrine-metabolic disorders, traumas). Most patients underwent a baseline blood test (haemochrome, haemostasis pattern, lipaemia, hepatic and renal function, blood glucose, sodium and potassium levels) and pressure value monitoring. If necessary, further clinical tests were carried out (neuroradiologic tests in atypical cases and forms with a slow evolution, supraaortal vessel Doppler sonography etc.). Once the diagnostic stage was completed, the specialist decided which rehabilitative manoeuvre was most suitable for the individual case. This manoeuvre was then effected 1 to 3 times within the same session, depending upon “negativeisation” of the paroxysmal nystagmus. A check-up was carried out 3-5 days later. In the case of a positive diagnostic manoeuvre, further treatment was carried out following the same criteria. Conversely (negative check-up test), the patient underwent only clinical tests by means of the appropriate diagnostic manoeuvres 7, 30 and 180 days after recovery. If more than one treatment was necessary, the initial rehabilitative manoeuvre was reported until the 4th session and, then, changed if still ineffective. However, patients did not undergo more than eight consecutive rehabilitative session (Fig. 1).

Follow-up was continued even if the patient did not show any symptoms. If nystagmus reappeared the
patient was again included in the protocol, as before. Moreover, the earlier protocol included a further check-up one year after recovery but, as expected, we observed a high percentage of “non-attendance” amongst patients who had achieved full recovery. Two years after the first treatment, patients were contacted by phone and asked to answer a questionnaire and to undergo a check-up. Unfortunately, pertinent data are somewhat limited both on account of difficulty in finding some patients after a prolonged period of time and also because, in the event of a possible recurrence, patients tend, if not properly informed, to go to another doctor. This is the reason why it is difficult to carry out reliable studies on remote recurrence.

Results and discussion

An analysis was made, 7 years after the introduction of the PPV protocol, of the entire patient population, comprising 794 patients, mean age 54.9 years (SD 14.4) treated between 1995 and 2001. As far as concerns epidemiology, PPV affects both sexes, however, primarily females, with a prevalence rate of 1.7/1. Adults of all ages may be affected, however, the incidence of PPV is higher between the 5th and the 6th decade (55.6% of cases), tending towards a decrease between the 7th and 8th decade, particularly in females. This decrease appears to be in contrast with the hypothesis suggesting that macular degeneration could enhance the formation of otolithic clusters within the labyrinth. In this study population, 23.2% of the female patients were aged between 45 and 55 years and presented high cholesterolaemia and clinical symptoms typical of perimenopausal hormonal disorders, thus suggesting a possible influence of endocrine factors in the pathogenesis. However, this hypothesis would explain the higher incidence of the disease in females reported in most studies in the literature.

Involvement of vertical semicircular canals (VSC) is much more frequent (88.8% of cases) due to their anatomical position showing a higher incidence on the right side (ratio: 1.3/1). The “atypical” forms involving the common crus of these canals account for 14.3%, a percentage which is probably underestimated. Only recently, indeed, has the hypothesis of the involvement of VSC common crus been advanced and accepted, thus suggesting that many of these cases may not have been reported in the past. Lateral canals (6.8% total) are more often affected by geotropic (68.5%) than ageotropic forms depending upon the localisation of the cluster within the canal. Multicanalar forms, on the other hand, are generally rare and, in our experience, account for 4.4% of cases with a clear predominance of monolateral forms (posterior and lateral canals on the same side) (Fig. 2). Post-traumatic forms (the rate of which, in the present study, appears to be less frequent than that reported by others) are an exception to this tendency, since bilateral involvement was detected in several cases (Fig. 3). When using the PPV protocol, 48.9% of patients recovered following one manoeuvre, regardless of the canal or side involved. When compared to other reports, this decreased percentage is probably due to the close follow-up of patients during the first few
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vsc: vertical semicircular canal; geo lsc: geotropic lateral semicircular canal; age lsc: ageotropic lateral semicircular canal.
weeks. This allowed us to detect and, therefore, treat any remaining nystagmus which, often, showed no significant symptomatology and which, in many cases would likely have spontaneously evolved towards "negativisation". However, we are far from the high "one-manoeuvre-recovery" percentage reported during the early 1990s, which raises the question of whether we are becoming less efficient over the years or whether those results were based on an "unconfirmed" recovery. Indeed, 22.4% of cases require 3 or more rehabilitative sessions, sometimes even reaching the 4th session and then being obliged to perform a different manoeuvre in 10.8% of cases. Furthermore, “chronic” cases represent yet another issue: 1.5% of patients do not achieve complete recovery and, if they do, it may last for only a short time despite 8 or more rehabilitative sessions and possibly, at least, 2 different manoeuvres. These patients, however, despite the clear improvement in symptomatology, show periods of instability characterised by frequent recurrences. Like other Authors, we were uncertain concerning the management of these “atypical” forms. In our opinion, the “atypical” definition concerns the course of the disease rather than the clinical aspects of the nystagmus. The present protocol, therefore, requires, first of all, high resolution magnetic resonance (MR) of the brain with a contrast medium in order to exclude any central lesion and then a “self-rehabilitation” protocol including periodic home visits and outpatient checkups in the event of significant recurrence. In our personal experience, MR highlighted the presence of central nervous system disorders, in only two cases even if their influence on PPV is still doubtful.

Forms affecting the lateral semicircular canals often recover by simply performing the Vannucchi-Vicini forced position regardless of its side and shape (geotropic or ageotropic). During clinical examination, 13.4% of cases treated with the above-mentioned manoeuvre failed to recover probably due to the adherence of debris to the cupula of the ampulla (cupulolithiasis). A repositioning manoeuvre, such as the “barbecue” or Gufoni manoeuvre, was, therefore, necessary. Relapse may occur even after several years. We arbitrarily distinguished between “recurrence” (i.e., new onset of the disease at least 15 days after recovery, involving the same canal and side as before) and “relapse” (i.e., recurrence of the disease involving a different canal).

At six months follow-up, recurrences were found in only 9.3% of cases, with no statistically significant differences between forms affecting vertical (8.9%) and lateral (9.6%) canals. Relapses, on the other hand, were detected in 3.1% of cases, in over a third of which (35.3%) we found the correlated presence of at least 2 risk factors (mostly cardiovascular and endocrine-metabolic disease). The remaining risk factors examined were not of statistical significance (Fig. 3). Overall recurrence, six months after recovery, was, therefore, 12.4% (Tab. I). Compared to reports in the literature, this percentage was lower due possibly to various factors. As already pointed out, close follow-up enables us to identify and treat all those patients who have not completely recovered and not showing any significant symptoms, some of whom would, no doubt, later present as a “recurrence” a few weeks after recovery if not followed up. If, on the other hand, this would account for the lower percentage of recovery following the use of just one manoeuvre, it would, on the other explain the lower incidence of recurrences. Furthermore, in our opinion, performing more than one manoeuvre, within the same session, according to negativisation of the nystagmus, improves the outcome of treatment. Finally, current follow-up is too short; recurrences and relapses should be assessed several years after recovery although, as already mentioned, this appears to be extremely difficult.

In those patients observed at 2-year follow-up (18% cases) a higher percentage of recurrence or relapse was observed, corresponding approximately to 19.6% of all cases. In our experience, no significant difference in efficacy was found

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recurrences</th>
<th>Relapses</th>
<th>Chronic f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSC</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSC</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Distribution (percentage) of associated risk factors, within study population.
between the various rehabilitative manoeuvres used. Forms affecting vertical canals were indifferently treated with Semont’s manoeuvre † simplified by Toupet, Epley’s manoeuvre † or simplification of the same by Parnes Price-Jones ‡. Very rarely, the patient was, invited to follow a Brandt-Darhoff or Five “self-rehabilitative” protocol (< 5% cases). As far as concerns forms affecting lateral canals, 78% of patients underwent a repositioning manoeuvre (barbecue, or Gufoni or Vannucchi-Asprella) † as the initial form of treatment, with no significant differences being observed in effectiveness. The remaining patients were treated with Vannucchi-Vicini forced position.

Conclusions

The protocol used presents, in our opinion, several positive aspects: it is particularly efficacious in controlling recurrences and relapses, the percentage being lower than that reported in other studies. However, longer follow-up is necessary before this result can be confirmed. Difficulties found in carrying out an adequate follow-up are, obviously, the same as those encountered by other colleagues. The need, in some cases, for more than one manoeuvre to achieve recovery should not be a problem for the patient. Another positive aspect is the standardised approach of the physician as far as concerns frequency of check-ups, number of manoeuvres to be performed at each session, clinical tests to be carried out before and after treatment. Besides making our sample uniform, this standardisation has the advantage of providing the doctor with baseline parameters and of learning from common experiences and possible mistakes. Although the protocol does not limit the specialist as far as concerns the choice of procedure to be carried out which can be adapted to the characteristics of the patients or to the preferences of the specialist. However, in our opinion, in those forms affecting the vertical canals Epley or Parnes Price-Jones manoeuvres are preferable since besides being equally effective, are better tolerated by the patient, often avoiding vertigo (Semont releasing vertigo) and, during the initial stage, allowing the diagnostic control of the nystagmus, which determines whether or not to perform the manoeuvre. Personally, quite apart from efficacy and historical value, we advise a simplified Semont’s manoeuvre in obese patients or patients with limited neck movement. We do not recommend, as first choice, FIVE or Brandt-Darhoff home self-rehabilitation as the patient is unlikely to perform them correctly, particularly if the vertigo has a significant symptomatology or the patient is extremely anxious. In such cases, the result would be non-compliance or partial compliance, or partial compliance aimed at personal clinical improvement. These procedures are advisable, on the other hand, in those patients who are unable to go to the surgery or in “chronic” cases, at the end of the standard rehabilitative treatment, or, in those cases already showing spontaneous recovery and minimum physical signs. In forms affecting lateral semicircular canals, in the initial stage, we suggest the Vannucchi-Vicini forced position, according to the direction of the nystagmus. However, a periodical follow-up is necessary and, in the case of non-recovery, rehabilitative manoeuvres should be carried out. We do not advise drug treatment, apart from the use, if necessary, of antiemetics, or, if the patient is extremely anxious, low doses of benzodiazepines, may be given during the initial stage. Finally, standardisation of follow-up allows the patient to avoid unnecessary worries and to effectively and rapidly treat any possible recurrence. As far as concerns the latter point, the patient should be informed, from the very beginning, concerning this possibility, and of the need for routine follow-up and even further rehabilitative sessions.
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